
 

 

In His Pocket 

 

Rough hands toast year's end 

In terrible political moment 

Reality slowly draws  

To a close 

I'm thinking of another picture 

I once saw around here 

Near the festive square of a little town 

When I was happier because of hobbies 

Something to be done with spare time  

Now everyone knows your business 

Which is nothing to be ashamed of 

Peer into your peers 

For a taste of your own medicine 

All the poems in the world 

Don't contain enough attitude 

To push one out over the edge 

At this point 

At which 

I think of my dear sister 

She knows how gently dawn breaks 

Or shatters over my instruments 

That could scarcely be more sophisticated 

I had no idea you could be so interesting 

In your damp mood and mud boots 

Allowed to configure those loops 

Over which small animals hop 

By pre-arrangement 

Invited at the last minute 

She buried herself in shame and vituperation  

'Meandering' is the term they used for it 

Not this I mean the final poem 

Winding street along the seashore 

Are you seeing all this or is it just your impression 



 

 

Wonderfully constructed 

From beets 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Communal Nude  

 

Communal nude  

This morning without power 

Dismantling the encumbrances 

People lack distance from each other  

Even as they languish alone 

Each and every brick in the overall structure 

This outing’s purpose ill defined 

So let's toast the debris the arras the aura 

I mean bricks stacked neatly one atop another 

I mean flat stones irregularly stacked 

I mean flagstones carelessly piled up outside my window 

I mean rock and dirt of the earth miles deep 

Waltzing me to the end of time 

As if there were time and time were a stream  

I step in twice 

And track into the house messing up my Chinese rug 

But this is not about these words 

 

These are the days to consider the days 

Several shades of green in the immediate vicinity 

And what was it again I'm supposed to be sad about? 

Each one's life reduced to a phrase or two 

Listening to the silence therein 

I heard a bird or two and ocean's siren screams me home 

To a ramshackle Pennsylvania town I've never visited and yet 

Everyone I ever knew is buried there in the Armenian cemetery 

All of them important literary figures 

Of the last century before the last century that is 

A few centuries ago 

The stones I mentioned earlier 

Marking the place 

Myself a stone among them 

Names carved in stone immortal names  



 

 

Lasting no longer than air 

But air lasts doesn't it? 

Doesn't air last? 

Air lasts longer than gold or diamonds 

But who will pay for the air we breathe? 

Who will buy and sell? 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Just So You Know 

 

Not so I knew it 

The heart's thump 

Its aura  

Cloud-pieces dotting blistered sky 

Here are my bodies' details 

Broken willow branches pulsing seas  

That embarrass me by now 

Like false names and obverse sensations 

Numbing my tongue's trilled grunts and groans  

Humming mumbling incantations  

Across barriers of disbelief 

Standard guttural songs  

Syllables swallowed to be 

Digested at an auspicious time 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Local Address 

 

The beat of the music plunges  

Getting me from one line to the next 

When all else fails here my mood 

Flails  

My hair all but 

Flows outward  

The world 

(I mean the sum total 

Of gum-cracking dames) 

Leaves me literally cold and I'm 

Not used to this climate 

In all its placid variety 

There are a thousand forms of contemplation 

And every one of them 

Leads to another closet 

In the apartment house 

Of my dermatology  

What are these enormous metal tubes  

Leaning down into my soup? 

Hear the echo? 

I'm not counting on anyone to save me now 

This is as good as childhood 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Night 

 

In some ways one goes forward in life 

After having been behind 

One strives to get a head ahead 

To get along or longer 

And thus advances sideways by wise degrees 

Toward an eventual dark stain 

Whose triangulated nature 

Is marked by its rugged appearance 

As if there were continuity in invisible image 

Not a matter of crawling or trolling 

Nor do steps or tropes or grips or gripes 

Describe the dwindling moment 

 

I speak of night 

On a revolving earth 

Impossible to describe 

Which we have conceived during the day 

That cannot be traversed 

With steps taken to or from the refrigerator 

Generally found in the kitchen 

But why? All things 

Constantly reformatted 

That could be otherwise and elsewhere 

Flesh which is passed out twitching  

At the sad beginning of this epistolary tale 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

O the Trees 

 

O the trees in their cartography 

Bluster on the hillsides 

In imaginary parades 

Suppose I march very slowly 

While others sleep 

In unremarkable phrases 

Little clauses 

Prepositional danglings 

Pronominal dust storms 

Teetering 

Grammatical shift of the world 

Collapses 

Takes up space 

Arranged debris  

In conscious contusions 

In arrant cosmos 

Here on the hill in my heart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Thus I Discover My Names 

 

I'm excited to write particulars  

Horse in stall arrangement of vessels 

Thus I discover my names 

Splashing noises in the house 

But one could do better than referral 

Such variation in concert with hum 

Truck out on night street 

Policemen shot through cannons 

What better particulars could you want for? 

What worlds are you referring to? 

A speech delivered by someone's father 

Crawling about in the middle of the night 

Among so many so many more 

Grass creeping over the landscape 

The King the Duke is dead 

Long live the cronies 

Liking is not the same as not liking 

You have to make more of an effort 

A consistent tone a plot a tale 

You have to make more of an effort 

Crashing about in the middle of the night 

Does not constitute a method 

What better particulars are possible? 

It's a limited world eyes nose tongue 

And this is his tale his research 

A limited palate of memory 

Among so many so many more 

Steps taken ginger among the debris 

I'm excited to write I'm confident 

Horse in stall munches placid on hay 

People continuously shouting back and forth 

In blathering desperation 

Arrangement of vessels an ordered sacred row 



 

 

Such is the clanging of thought 

A noise of some sort arising from elsewhere 

Dies down the stairs in the house 

Cheerful. Hopeful. Unabashed. 

These little designs in her dress 

The simple person you'll never understand 

Liking is not the same as not liking 

Struggling against type 

Coming back from there with this 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

A Man of Action 

 

Here are instances of something 

Having happened 

That came and went 

Here the long and short of it 

As recorded in words 

That are no more as they were 

Erased as they go 

Because of this that forged them 

In steel thinking  

In time's advancing 

In the prickle of their melting  

Down wordholes  

Just as stupid as I write it now 

As simple stupid stubborn  

As I am and was and will have been 

Women come and go speaking of Michelangelo 

Then turn above or below 

The clouds blown back from the sea 

In the black window 

Full of images  

Quivers with being here  

Its words reflecting the page's white  

Green with perseveration 

How to know this really happened 

How to act as if it did 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Acts and Tales 

 

Acts of imagination 

At the beach with one's broker 

Nothing purer than the question 

Unanswered the un 

Written book the 

Dutiful daughter 

I'm the product 

Of unfinished business 

In body's pain 

Because it can be 

Not even remotely 

Private or even personal 

People beam tales of woe 

Like light-threads from the eyes  

Hope and charity  

Like little dewdrops 

 

 


